The effect of multimodal information on children's numerical judgments.
Although much research suggests that adults, infants, and nonhuman primates process number (among other properties) across distinct modalities, limited studies have explored children's abilities to integrate multisensory information when making judgments about number. In the current study, 3- to 6-year-old children performed numerical matching or numerical discrimination tasks in which numerical information was presented either unimodally (visual only), cross-modally (comparing audio with visual), or bimodally (simultaneously presenting audio and visual input). In three experiments, we investigated children's multimodal numerical processing across distinct task demands and difficulty levels. In contrast to previous work, results indicate that even the youngest children (3 and 4 years) performed above chance across all three modality presentations. In addition, the current study contributes two other novel findings, namely that (a) children exhibit a cross-modal disadvantage when numerical comparisons are easy and that (b) accuracy on bimodal trial types led to even more accurate numerical judgments under more difficult circumstances, particularly for the youngest participants and when precise numerical matching was required. Importantly, findings from this study extend the literature on children's numerical cross-modal abilities to reveal that, like their adult counterparts, children readily track and compare visual and auditory numerical information, although their abilities to do so are not perfect and are affected by task demands and trial difficulty.